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WELCOME TO THE FAMILY.

SLEEK IN PROFILE
Three unique shapes – Vase, Bulb, and Facet – conscious to contour and their contribution to landscapes inside and out.

LEFT-TO-RIGHT: 1252 FACET | HAMMERED SILVER
1236 BULB | METALLIC SILVER
1232 VASE | SATIN WHITE
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PLANTER – SANS LIP.

BACK TO BASIC
Simple shapes pushing the boundaries of container planting. Box, Drum, and Silo – all lipless with an interior flange for a subtle, minimal reveal.
ELEMENT OF CHOICE
Three new Fire Pits – Basin, Panel, and Strut – each with their own way to color and personalize to the spaces they’re in.

BUILD YOUR SURROUNDING.
4031 PANEL FIRE PIT | SATIN WHITE
PICTURED WITH TEAK + BRASS PANEL, OPTIONAL CARRARA MARBLE TOP,
OPTIONAL GLASS SURROUND, AND LAVA ROCK FILL
1230 VASE | SATIN WHITE
SEATED STATEMENT
The Bow Bench offers a sleek and subtle contour at every edge. Crafted from your choice of marine-grade aluminum or mirror-polished stainless steel, which serves to reflect on your surroundings.

FOLLOW THE CURVE.
CONTAINERS

VASE
1230  DIA 28” H 26.5”
1231  DIA 34” H 33.25”
1232  DIA 34” H 50.125”

BULB
1235  DIA 26” H 16.75”
1236  DIA 34” H 21.75”
1237  DIA 40” H 25.625”

FACET
1250  DIA 36” H 17.625”
1251  DIA 36” H 29.625”
1252  DIA 36” H 50”
CONTAINERS

BOX
1028  LW 18” H 13.625”
1029  LW 22” H 16.125”
1030  LW 28.5” H 19.875”
1031  LW 36” H 24.65”

DRUM
1220  DIA 22” H 10.625”
1221  DIA 28.5” H 13.875”
1222  DIA 36” H 17.625”
1223  DIA 41” H 20.125”

SILO
1225  DIA 36” H 25.625”
1226  DIA 22” H 33.625”
1227  DIA 22” H 41.625”
FIRE PITS

STRUT
4030  L 67” W 34” H 14”
AVAILABLE IN BLACK, CHARCOAL GRAY, AND WHITE LEG OPTIONS

PANEL
4031  L 60” W 30” H 18”
AVAILABLE IN TEAK + BRASS AND IPE + STAINLESS STEEL OPTIONS

BASIN
4032  L 44” W 44” H 18”
AVAILABLE IN BLACK AND WHITE BOWL OPTIONS
SEATING

BOW

3009 L 72” W 18” H 18”
3010 L 96” W 18” H 18”

AVAILABLE IN POWDER COAT ALUMINUM AND POLISHED STAINLESS STEEL OPTIONS

FINISHES

STANDARD POWDER COAT FINISHES

ARCHITECTURAL POWDER COAT FINISHES

LIVING FINISH™ PATINAS

MATERIAL FINISH
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